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adopted by H.264/AVC reference software is presented in
[4]. The variable block-size zero motion detection and
variable block-size best motion detection algorithms
compare the rate-distortion cost function of the two blocks
instead of the SAD to detect the zero motion blocks or best
motion vector for the variable block-size H.264/AVC video
coding standard [3]. However, this algorithm is using fixed
threshold values that are difficult to determine good values
for remaining the high accuracy with different sequences
and parameters setting. This method searches either only
one search point or all of the search points in the search
range. Therefore, computation reduction is not so high. The
efficiency of early termination algorithms is improved by
determining the adaptive threshold based on the ratedistortion (RD) cost of highly correlated blocks [7].
In this paper, a region based searching method is
presented to further reduce the computation of early
termination method for motion estimation. In this technique,
the entire search window is divided into several regions
based on the direction of motion vector of highly correlated
block and mode. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. In section 2, review of early termination method of
H.264/AVC is explained. Section 3 describes the algorithm
of proposed method. Simulation results are presented in
section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.

ABSTRACT
H.264/AVC is the newest international video coding
standard which shows extremely higher coding efficiency
compared to any other previous standards, but it brings high
computational complexity. The variable block size motion
estimation process is the most time consuming part of the
H.264/AVC encoder. In order to reduce the computation of
the full search motion estimation method, this paper
presents a region based search algorithm. The entire search
window is divided into several search regions based on the
orientation of the previously calculated motion vector. The
experimental results show that the proposed method reduced
about 77% of motion estimation time with ignorable
degradation of rate-distortion performance.
Index Terms— H.264/AVC, video coding, motion
estimation, search region, rate-distortion
1. INTRODUCTION
The newest video coding standard H.264/AVC achieves [1]
a significant improvement in coding efficiency compared to
previous standards, such as MPEG-1/2/4 and H.261/H.263.
But the computational complexity of the encoder drastically
increased. Among the several new features which are
introduced by H.264/AVC, the motion estimation (ME)
process is highly computationally intensive and counts for
about 80% of the total computation complexity [7].
Therefore, the development of efficient algorithms for the
ME of H.264/AVC is one of the most challenging themes.
One way to reduce the complexity of ME process is to
terminate the ME calculation early. Up to date, a number of
efforts has been made to explore the early termination
algorithms in motion estimation and mode decision for
H.264/AVC video coding [2-5]. The well-known zeromotion detection algorithm [2] compares sum of absolute
difference (SAD) of two blocks with a predefined threshold
to determine the stationary block and then skips the
remaining search points.
A fast motion estimation
algorithm with adaptive early termination threshold for the
current accumulated partial SAD is proposed in [5].
Recently, improvement on fast motion estimation method
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2. EARLY TERMINATION ALGORITHM
The objective of the early termination is to decide whether a
search point has meet the RD cost criterion so that the best
search point for the current block can be terminated early
without trying the rest of the search points. If the cost of a
search point satisfies (1), this search point is taken as best
search point and then remaining searches can be skipped [7].

J < Tm , for m=1, 2,…..7

(1)

Where, J is the RD cost and Tm is the threshold for mode m.
After searching each search point, the current RD cost J is
compared against the threshold value of the specific block
type and the search is terminated if this RD cost J is lower
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than the threshold value. The more detail description and
selection of adaptive thresholds are introduced in [7].

θ = tan −1

3. PROPOSED REGION BASED SEARCHING

The goal of this algorithm is to reduce the number of
search points in the early termination method, so the starting
search region is a key factor of the resulting computation
reduction. After the search range is partitioned, an adaptive
search starts from the most probable region. All the
successive video frames are correlated in a temporal
direction, so we can expect most of the picture movements
to follow in the same direction. Table I gives the motion
vector (MV) percentage for the previously calculated
modes. This analysis collected data from five different types
of video sequences (Foreman, Akiyo, Stefan, Mobile and
Carphone) to produce the average results presented in Table
I. We have seen that the MV of the 16x8, 8x16 and 8x8
modes correlate highly with the 16x16 mode, while the MV
of the 4x8, 8x4 and 4x4 modes correlate more with the 8x8
mode of the current MB. Based on this analysis, Table II
presents the most probable MV correspondence with
different modes.

The full search algorithm utilized in H.264/AVC applies a
pixel-based spiral search method. The search area is
centered at the same coordinates as the previous frame block
and the search process of the search space moves outward in
a spiral. This method suits video sequences with a motion
vector distribution that is close to the search center, but for
high motion sequences, the spiral search method is not more
efficient [6]. This problem is addressed by dividing the
search window into different regions and representing each
region with a square of NxN size [6], with the size of the
square related to the complexity reduction. Additionally, the
early termination algorithm described in the previous
section is based on the inter-mode correlation [7], so in
order to apply the region-based search, a modification is
necessary. Fig. 1 displays the 41 motion vectors of a low
motion macroblock (MB) (Akiyo) and a high motion
sequence (Stefan). All the motion vectors are more
directionally oriented for the high motion sequences, so that
dividing the search window into a square pattern is not as
suitable as it is for low motion sequences.
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Fig. 1: 41 Macroblock motion vectors
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Fig. 2: Partitioned search range

4x8, 8x4 and 4x4 mode

Based on this observation, we have divided the search
window into 17 different regions as shown in Fig. 2. Region
0 represents the low motion vectors. In this region,
X ≤ 2 and Y ≤ 2 . Regions 1-16 are based on the angle θ ,

Most Probable Motion
vector
Motion vector of the
collocated MB in the
previous frame
Motion vector of 16x16
mode
Motion vector of 8x8
mode

In order to justify this method, we have done some
experiments with different video sequences at different QP
factors. The most probable region is the region
corresponding to most probable MV. We have calculated

which is defined as follows:
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the percentage of the event “most probable region is the best
region” and the results are presented in Table III.
Approximately 95% of MVs fall within the most probable
regions.

MB is 7, the arc-tan operator in (4) should be calculated 3
times for each MB because MVmx and MVmy in (4) are
updated 3 times (clearly shown in Table II). Table I
illustrates how about 77% of the MV for the 16x16 mode of
the current MB is the same as that of the 16x16 mode for the
collocated MB in the previous frame, while about 76% of
the MV for the 8x8 mode is equal to that of the 16x16 mode
from the current MB. Since the arc-tan operator is time
consuming, we have used these observations to reduce the
number of times the search order must be updated. This
updated search order procedure is implemented as follows:

Table III: Percentage of most probable region
Sequence
Foreman
Akiyo
Mobile
Carphone
Claire
Silent
News
Container
Stefan
Average

Percentage
90.69 %
99.34 %
98.30 %
95.02 %
97.95 %
96.17 %
98.42 %
99.38 %
87.33 %
95.84%

For each MB:
• Calculate (3) for 16x16 mode and store the search order
in memory.
• Perform the 16x16 mode motion estimation.
• If the MV of the 16x16 mode does not equal that of the
previous frame’s 16x16 mode, update the search order
for 16x8, 8x16 and 8x8 modes based on (3).
• Perform the ME for the 16x8, 8x16 and 8x8 modes.
• If the MV of the 8x8 mode does not equal that of the
16x16 mode, update the search order for the 4x8, 8x4
and 4x4 modes based on (3).
• Perform the ME for the 4x8, 8x4 and 4x4 modes.
End for

For high motion MB, the most probable region should be
between regions 1-16, as shown in Fig. 2. The encoder starts
to search from the most probable region and then moves to
search region 0. The order of the remaining search regions is
based on the angle between the most probable region and
the other regions, which must be calculated by (3)
beforehand:

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

Δθ = θ m − θ R
(3)
for R=1,2,3 ………16, R ≠ most probable region

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, JM
9.6 [8] reference software is used in the simulations and
different types of video sequences are used as test materials.
The simulation condition is: GOP structure IPPP, search
range 16, RDO on, number of frames is 100 and frame rate
is 30 fps. We chose seven sequences with motion activities
varying from small, to large and the comparison results were
tabulated in Table IV. Two different methods are compared
with full search motion estimation technique. One is early
termination method described in [7] and the proposed region
based search method with early termination. PSNR and bit
rate differences were calculated according to numerical
averages between RD curves derived from the original and
proposed algorithms, respectively [9]. In order to evaluate
the ME time reduction, Δ T (%) is defined as follows:

where θ m is the direction of the most probable motion
vector, and θ R is the mean direction of region R, which is
calculated as follows:

θ m = tan −1 (
θR =

MVmy
MVmx

)

θ R (max) + θ R (min)
2

(4)
(5)

Here, MVmx and MVmy are horizontal and vertical component
of the most probable motion vector found in Table II. For
example, the most probable region is 3 and θ m = 50 0 ,
followed by a search order of 3, 0, 2, 4, 1, 5, 16, 6, 15, 7, 14,
8, 13,9,12,10 and 11, which becomes slightly different when
the most probable region is 0. In this case, the search starts
from region 0 and the order of the remaining 16 search
regions is calculated based on (3).
The process of constructing the region order for each
mode of an MB in the current frame becomes an additional
computation introduced by the region-based search. The
value of θ R in (5) is constant throughout the whole

ΔT % =

Toriginal − T proposed
Toriginal

× 100%

(6)

where, Toriginal denotes the ME time of the JM 9.6 encoder
and Tproposed is the ME time of the encoder in the proposed
method.

encoding process, and θ R is calculated one time before
encoding begins. Although the total number of modes in an
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of the search points to be skipped in the early stages of the
motion estimation process. The proposed method saves
about 10% computation of early terminated motion
estimation method.
Table IV: PSNR and bit rate comparison
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5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper develops a simple region based search algorithm
in order to further reduce the complexity of early terminated
motion estimation scheme. The entire search window was
divided into 17 different regions. The search order of the
region is selected based on the orientation of the highly
correlated MV. The simulation results verified that the
proposed technique is suitable for H.264/AVC full search
motion estimations, and the proposed scheme allows most
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